


Oxford Replacement Windows
Replacing your windows is one of the most beneficial remodeling projects you can do. 

Windows play a big role in your home’s energy efficiency and comfort.
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Home features double hungs, sliders, picture windows, circle top with 
internal colonial prairie grids and designer door with sidelights.



• REDUCE ENERGY COSTS 
  Heating and cooling can represent as 

much as 70% of a typical home energy 
budget.  Research has proven that 25-
30% of all home energy is lost through 
non-insulating drafty windows and doors.

• ADD BEAUTY, STYLE, COMFORT & VIEW 
    New windows provide comfort, beauty, 

more natural lighting and outside noise 
reduction.

• ENHANCE SECURITY 
   Reinforced features keeps your family and 

possessions safe while providing added 
peace of mind.

• EASY OPERATION & INSIDE CLEANING 
   Fingertip operational ease and safe inside 
 cleaning reduces the dangers of ladder 

climbing.

• INCREASED VALUE 
 They improve your home’s curb appeal. 

A report published by the Remodeling 
Industry continually shows a 75-95% 
return on investment.

• REDUCE HARMFUL ULTRA-VIOLET RAYS 
   Protecting your furniture and carpeting 

from UV rays means your belongings will 
last longer, saving you money.

• REDUCE TIMELY AND COSTLY 
MAINTENANCE 

    Oxford’s reinforced PVC virgin vinyl 
eliminates scraping, sanding and 
painting maintenance  that can be 

 costly and time consuming.

Why Oxford Replacement Windows?
The fact is your windows don’t have to be old to warrant replacement. 
The following are the top seven reasons why your windows need replaced:
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Better From the Beginning of Time

Oxford Products Qualify in All Regions
Oxford double hungs, sliders and picture 
windows with super glass exceed or meet the 
stringent standards set forth by Energy Star. 
In fact, when Energy Star began two decades 
ago, our products were better than required. 
Winchester’s primary goal since 1983, has been 
producing replacement windows that save the 
earth’s valuable energy resources.

Whether it’s the heating or cooling season, 
you’re guaranteed to have year-round:

• Comfort

• Energy and money savings

• Decreased carbon footprint

• Lower utility costs

An investment in windows and doors that meet or 
exceed Energy Star ratings will reduce your energy 
costs and decrease the Carbon Dioxide (CO2) 
emissions into the earth’s atmosphere.
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The Combination of Oxford Features 
and Exclusive Window Design Results 
in Lower Air Infiltration

Oxford’s Thermal “Blanket of Protection”

Utilization of the most up-to-date industry 
technologies guarantees maximum energy 
efficiency, comfort and product longevity.

Year Round Comfort, 
Warmth, Energy and 
Money Savings
80% Better Than Clear Double Pane 
Windows!

3 Pieces of Top Quality American 
Made Float Glass

• 7/8” insulating glass pack creates two 
optimal insulating air pockets. Reduces 
conduction, noise and impedes heat loss 
via convection (heat transfer).

Multiple Soft-Coat Solar Ban 60® 
Low-E Layers

• Superior heat reflectiveness created by 
multiple layers of atomically thin materials 
applied to two pieces of glass, keeps 
weather elements where you want them 
365 days a year. 

• Stops deterioration and fading of carpets, 
furnishings, pictures, etc. by blocking over 
92% of harmful/damaging UV rays.

Delta-8 Proprietary Insulating Glass
• Safe nontoxic mixture of insulating gases 

that create an invisible thermal barrier.

• 2.3 times more effective than argon at 
preventing heat loss. This dense gas 
mixture reduces noise and condensation.

“Warm-Edge” BR50 Spacer
• Continuous thermoplastic multi-part 

flexible bond spacer decreases stress on 
glass and ensures a long lasting barrier to 
keep gases in.

• Four degrees warmer than the leading 
“warm-edge” metal spacers. Lowest 
conductivity of most other spacers on the 
market. 
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Our Inside Story
Difference Starts with 
Ultimate Detail
The perfect combination of materials creates 
quality craftsmanship so homeowners 
can experience the utmost in product 
performance. Every aspect of the window 
works together. This guarantees you the best 
product performance, money savings, and 
customer satisfaction available. 

Strength and Security Beyond 
Compare
• Oxford PVC virgin vinyl extrusions are 

dimensionally thicker and designed with 
insulating chambers

• Exclusive composite high-density 
reinforcement (HDR)

• All hardware is anchored into vinyl and 
HDR (proven screw retention properties)

• Aluminum reinforced jamb side sleeves
• Extruded aluminum screens 

Thermally Enhanced
• Patented flexible wind jammer.
• Head/Sill seats into frame 3/4” when 

closed
• Bottom sash flexible bulb weather seal
• Superior Mylar fin weather-stripping, 

compression-style sash seal and EPDM 
rubber gaskets all add additional 
protection against cold and warm air 
infiltration

• Equal sash size provides an architecturally 
correct look and superior air tightness

• .08 air infiltration—375% better than the 
industry requirement 

Installation and Replacement Ease
• Patented dry glazing system assists 
      re-glazing  without any sash deterioration
• 3” dual-point installation alignment clips
• Balance covers and sash stops
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Structural Design Highlights

Extruded Aluminum 
Screen
Our screens are anything 
but ordinary! Heavy-duty 
lexan corner keys, memory 
fiberglass mesh, screen 
removal tab and dual 
flexible plated steel springs. 

Head Section
HDR deep seated top sash, full 

length rail lift, sash stops

Z-Bar Interlock
Dual-cam locks and tilt latches, HDR

Jamb Section
Aluminum sleeves, air cavities, 

compressed windjammer, screen rail

Sash & Sill
HDR, stepped sloped sill, lift rail, 
compression seal, weep system

Bottom Sash
Compression bulb seal & PVC vinyl 
windjammer, Zamek zinc pivot pin

Ventilation
Pull-out vent/security lock, fusion-
welded sash, interior glazing bead

Exclusive thick-walled frame extrusions are pure virgin vinyl 
designed with strategically placed air cavities. Married with 
our HDR thermal reinforcement in the head, sill and sash 
provides an enhanced level of structural integrity. 

We also add aluminum extrusions inside the jamb cavities. 
Why? True triple glass technology and large window 
openings require superior strength so your windows 
perform today and throughout the life of your windows. 

Full length “Z” bar interlock, Mylar fin weather-stripping, 
compression bulb seal and fusion welded sash, all assist 
each other in reducing air infiltration. 

Interior glazing system is incorporated into full length top 
and bottom sash lift rails, making replacing glass a breeze. 

Oxford’s built-in security features are unparalleled. Two 
cam locks and two spring-loaded tilt latches are anchored 
into vinyl and HDR providing you with unmatched peace-
of-mind! Vent lock, “Z” bar interlock, triple-pane glass and 
deep seated sash add additional security and comfort.

Easy inside cleaning and operational ease are experienced 
because of specifically sized balance systems, heavy-duty 
sash shoes and Zamek zinc sash pivoting pins.
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Multiple Styles
Your Creativity and Our Manufacturing 
Expertise Will Turn Your Home into a 
Stunning Showcase! 
Your home and family deserve the very best no 
matter what style or size of windows and doors 
you choose. Rest assured this investment will be 
the best decision for your home, you and your 
family.

Choose from the following Oxford Styles:
• Double Hung • Bay & Bow

• Sliders • Combinations

• Picture Windows • Garden

• Casements • Awnings

• Shapes • Hopper

Compliment With:
• Entry Door Systems 

 Traditional or Designer Styles

• Patio/Sliding Glass Doors

Ventilating bottom awnings with full 
view stationary transoms above.
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Beauty with Superior Energy Efficiency 
Enables You to Open up to the Outside 
Without Letting the Outside Elements in!
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Double-Hung
So Practical, Yet So Popular! 
Double-Hung windows are clearly defined as the 
most utilized of all window designs. No matter the 
location or the size, Oxford Double Hungs are defined 
by contemporary character with ultra-modern hi-tech 
features.

Double-Hung Features:

• Both sash slide up and down and tilt in for easy 
inside cleaning.

• Full length top and bottom lift rails makes 
operating both sash easy and safe.

• Structurally reinforced and thermally enhanced.
• Available in multiple factory-mulled combinations 

for those larger openings.
• Dual cam locks and tilt latches are anchored into 

vinyl and HDR providing optimal steadfastness.
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Innovation with Inspiration
Quality without Compromise
Exceptional beauty, strength and energy efficiency 
top-the-list of every Oxford style. Whether it’s a single 
unit or a multiple unit style, with stunning shapes or 
transoms, our attention to detail is built into every unit.

Replacing your windows should only be done once. 
Oxford’s attention to detail, craftsmanship, high-end 
quality components coupled with a true 40-Year 
transferable warranty has been creating satisfied 
homeowners across the USA with triple-pane products 
since 1983.

Your Oxford Window & Door Expert Will Provide 
Comprehensive Details for all the Following:

• Frame/Sash size and material

• Internal reinforcement

• Insulating glass properties

• Hardware material 

• Operational ease

• Superior locking ability

• Security features

• Water drainage system

• Interlocking construction

• Warranty protection

• Environment qualities

• Styles and color choices

• Interior glazing

• Memory screen mesh

• Decorative internal grids and 
pattern designs

• Distinctive oriel style

• Superior energy efficiency



Sliders Exceptional Slider Hardware
Assures Super Easy Gliding, 
Ventilating and OperatingExamine Your View 

Simply put, sliding windows add a wide open view 
with easy inside cleaning and effortless operation. 

Sleek, clean traditional horizontal sliding sash lets 
you slide and lift out both sash for convenient inside 
cleaning.

Optional Swing n’ Slide style adds exceptional 
distinction. Your sash will pull inside and pivot on 
special hardware for easy inside cleaning.

Glides With Ease!

• Full-length lift rails for easy gripping
• Top quality hardware and rollers assure 

smooth, easy operation
• Minimum 8 wheels per sash assures 

      finger-tip gliding
• 3/4” deep interlock creates a superior 

draft retarding barrier
• Exclusive compression jamb side wind 

barrier, deep interlock and weather-
stripping produces exceptional energy 
efficiency

• Integral system allows for water 
drainage
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Slider Styles:

• 2 or 3-lite
• 3-lite slide with stationary center
• Center slide with stationary ends
• Traditional or Swing n’ Slide with

      four-point locking system

Optional Features:

• Internal colonial flat or contour 
grids - choose a pattern that 

      best suits your style
• Diamond grids
• Prairie grids
• Decorative art glass
• Designer etched or beveled 

      glass patterns
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Casement 
& Awnings
Create a Special Picturesque View 
with True Classical Craftsmanship 
and Detailed Attention to Style

Distinguished look generates a feel of old 
European styles. 

Available in up to six factory mulled units 
and/or transom combinations with four 
choices of operating hardware handles. 

A wide selection of internal grids can 
accent the already stunning beauty. State-
of-the art hardware provides rust- free 
effortless operation.

Casements dual tandem locking system, 
easy removable internal screens and 
opening to a full 900 allows for easy inside 
cleaning.
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Casement Beauty Inside & Out!
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Bows or Bays

Increase your living space, view and your 
home’s beauty by choosing from 3-lite bays 
to 5-lite bows with exterior projection.

Bow & Bay Features:

• Designer glass options include sculptured art 
glass, beveled or etched glass patterns and 
colonial or diamond grids in an array of colors.

• Casements, double hungs, combinations or 
stationary panels to either match your existing 
window styles or add a whole new look.

• Compliment your existing exterior with white, 
beige or brown vinyl capping.

• Birch or oak interior wood trim packages can 

be stained or painted to match your interior 
wood tones.

• Sill includes a built-in weep system for water 
protection.

High-Caliber Construction
• Metal reinforcement rods add optimal 

structural support
• Birch or oak veneer head and insulated 

seat boards

• Sculptured knee braces add support 
with style

• Optional interior LED recessed lights 
add a soft ambiance of distinction

It’s All About You: Your Personal 
Creation, Your Space, Your Design!
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Garden

A Dream Come True:
Create a Collectible Showcase 
or Indoor Greenhouse Center!

Invite nature’s beauty, warm 
sunshine, fresh air, and natural 
light into your home with an Oxford 
trapezoid garden window. Add 
dimension, heightened enjoyment 
and elegance to any room.

Garden Window Features:
• Maintenance Free—no peeling, chipping or 

rusting–saves you time, money, and energy
• Quality hardware creates ease of operation 

and maximum ventilation
• Standard with stainless steel dual hinges, 

E-Gard® protective coated operator, double 
locks, and internal fiberglass mesh screens

• Glass top allows for optimal sunlight
• Available in soft white or warm beige

• Birch or oak veneer insulated seat board 
provides ample room for plants or decorative 
items
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Picture Windows
Non-Venting Large Opening Areas with Sensational Simplicity
A wide array of decorative options let’s you turn simple into stunning!
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Oxford Designer Choices
Windows Tailored to Fit Your Homes Style
Choose from an array of colors, internal grids, and even 
decorative glass to make your windows exactly right for you.

White Beige Brown Light
Woodgrain

Medium
Woodgrain

Alpine White Window Beige Egg Shell Honeybee

Jay Blue Teal Grecian Green

Dormer Brown Allspice Capstock Brown New Window Brown

Fashion Gray WI Bronze

Chocolate Chip Homestead Bar Harbor Polymer Blue

Burgundy

Warm Standard Vinyl 
Interior & Exterior Colors
Exclusive vinyl profiles are 
offered in white, beige or 
brown extruded solid colors 
inside and out. Oxford’s interior 
woodgrains are laminates 
that feature the most reliable, 
highest quality profile 
wrapping system available. 
Laminates are rigorously tested 
for heat reflectivity, distortion 
and adhesion, to assure 
a lifetime of outstanding 
performance.

Solar Reflective 
Exterior Colors (SRF)
Oxford’s SRF colors allow you 
to match or compliment our 
designer entry door finish colors. 
The exterior surface painting 
process begins with a chemically 
enhanced polyurethane enamel 
finish. Specially formulated 
with superior heat-reflective 
properties, you can now have 
colored window exteriors that 
resist warping, bowing, cracking, 
peeling, chipping, flaking or 
blistering.

Custom colors are also available.

Custom
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*Light woodgrain available only with white exterior
**Medium woodgrain available with white, beige or 
brown exterior

Internal Grids
5/8” internal grids are in between the 
insulated glass so you don’t have to clean 
around them. Choices include colonial, 
contour, prairie and diamond in everything 
from one vertical or horizontal grid bar to 
twenty or more depending on the size of 
your window. Achieve the look you want in 
every custom designed unit.

Colonial or Diamond 
Internal Grids
White, Beige, Brown, Light* or 
Medium Woodgrain** and Gold

Contour Internal Grids
White, Beige, Brown and Medium 
Woodgrain** (Not available in Light Woodgrain)

Hub Grids
White, Beige, Brown and Gold
(Not available in Woodgrain colors)

Internal colonial hub patterns add a 
distinctive accent to double hungs, sliders, 
picture windows or casement styles. Options 
include 6 to 10-lite choices. Clear or etched 
corners provide a circle top effect without 
costly construction.
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Art Glass

A special touch of class!
Art Glass in two variations 
adds a look that everyone 
will envy! Accent your glass 
with gold grid bars, glue 
chip patterns and beveled 
corners.

Decorative Etched or 
V-Groove Beveled Glass
Choose beveled v-groove or etched glass 
patterns or fully customize with your 
own pattern. V-groove is beveled directly 
into the glass. Etched patterns appear 
off-white. Both styles are exposed to the 
inside glass surface. Choose your own 
design and have it custom etched or 
beveled.
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Perfection at it’s Finest! 

Not only do we strive to be the best, we stand behind our 
claims with clearly defined warranties.

• 40-Year non-prorated transferable product warranty—
much better than so-called lifetime warranties

• Exclusive Features Assurance

• 3-Year “No Questions Asked” Glass Breakage Warranty
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Oxford Entry Doors–Unmatched Quality
Become the Envy of Your Neighborhood
Create your custom designed entrance with over 150 choices that include everything 
from traditional to distinctive decorator styles.  The highest of quality craftsmanship, 
superior structural and thermal performance, and multiple special security features 
give you everything needed to create an unrivaled, yet welcoming, entry door system.
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Traditional or Classic Choices

Hardware Choices:

Impressive Entry Door Systems

• Continuous galvanized oakgrain 
textured 22-gauge steel skins

• Flush or stamped-in high definition 
embossments

• Polyurethane poured thermal core

• Composite reinforced lock and 
deadbolt area

• Steel plate enhanced hinge and 
hardware locations

• Adjustable composite threshold and 
replaceable bulb and fin seal

• Mix or match interior/exterior with 17 
specially formulated paints and stains

• Polished or antique brass, satin nickel, 
or aged bronze hardware finishes

Mini Blinds: 
Some models 
are available with 
interior mini blinds. 
Add matching or 
contrasting color 
with paintable and 
stainable glass 
frames.
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Decorative Door Styles

Decorative Glass

Standard Color Options:

Built for Your Needs
Add elegance, sophistication, charm and character with artisan decorator glass. 

Choose from features like:
• Ranging levels of privacy
• Brass, patina, platinum or zinc caming accents
• Handcrafted patterns including one or several of these materials—granite, floral 

bevels, rippled clear waves, textured, gray, faucetted jeweled and caming accents
• Individual elements are polished, molded, and placed by skilled technicians
• Transoms and Craftsman style doors and glass options are also available

White Egg Shell Dormer Brown Homestead Brown Chocolate Chip Allspice Mason Brick

Burgundy Ember Red Grecian Green Honeybee Teal Polymer Blue Jay Blue

Bar Harbor Fashion Gray Oak Stain Walnut Stain Mahogany Stain Jet Black



Patio & Sliding Glass Doors
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Feel Secure While
Letting the Beautiful View In
Experience the best with Oxford’s 

Patio Door System. Our trademark 
of quality craftsmanship is in every 
door we build.

Patio Door Features:

• 4-point locking system 
incorporates two steel locking 
bars that bolt into steel receivers 
in the head and sill with one easy 
motion

• 5/8” interlock section joins both 
panels together with a full length 
metal bar–makes prying open 
virtually impossible

• Frame wall thickness of .150 
impact resistant vinyl

• Panel thickness of 1-7/8”
• Dual thermal threshold
• Heavy-duty twin adjustable rollers 
• Beveled, colonial/contour internal 

grids
• White, beige, brown, light or 

medium woodgrain (interior)

More Features: 

• 2, 3 or 4-lite styles with choice of slide direction

• Additional security/ventilation lock with key
• White, polished or antique brass, brown or satin 

nickel hardware finish choices
• Optional exterior key lock
• Super glass enhanced thermal properties
• Heavy duty extruded aluminum screen
• 40-Year warranty protection



Oxford’s Quality, Beauty, and Performance are Endless!
It’s no accident that Oxford’s replacement windows and doors 
are engineered, designed and manufactured to exceed all 
performance standards set by the industry. 

Sold and Installed by Exclusive Oxford Dealers Only
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